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DataON Integrated Systems for Azure Stack HCI are Intel® Select Solutions that deliver Microsoft HCI through a hybrid 
cloud system. These solutions are designed to run apps inside Windows or Linux VMs and can run on any HCI-capable 
hardware, thus synchronizing legacy systems with new integrations. With these solutions, businesses can implement a 
hybrid infrastructure by seamlessly connecting to Azure services such as Backup, Security Center, and Site Recovery.

Solution Overview

Solution Components

DataON Integrated Systems 
for Azure Stack HCI

Value Props

Streamline deployment and management by consolidating legacy applications with an easily deployed 
solution with cluster monitoring and management, plus Azure Portal, Arc, and Resource Manager

Optimize operations through a world-class HCI stack with Hyper-V for secure, efficient virtualization, fast, 
enterprise-grade storage, and software-defined networking, all powered by Intel® Xeon® and Intel® Optane™

Bring the power of Microsoft Azure to on-premises: leverage hybrid capabilities with access to cloud 
management and security services in Azure

Case Study: An international museum refreshes their datacenter with DataON

 The situation: The Canadian Museum for Human Rights needed to refresh its on-premises data center to run its 
interactive multimedia exhibits, online experience, archival media, and surveillance video bulk storage. 
 The problem: They looked for a hybrid cloud solution to seamlessly support on-premises operations and manage 

their online presence. They required a solution with low-cost cloud storage and a common toolset and training.

 The solution: Azure Stack HCI allows their IT team to standardize on a single platform without having to learn 
multiple cloud technologies. Azure Blob storage provides low-cost cloud storage in Azure. The system is more agile 
and handles the storage needs of the digital interaction team.

Intel Components
 3rd Gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors with PCIe Gen4
 Intel® Optane™ SSD
 Intel® Optane™ persistent memory

DataON Components
 DataON Integrated Systems for SMB to LE customers
 DataON MUST Pro with Microsoft Cluster Aware Updating for 

simplified software and hardware updates 
 DataON MUST and Microsoft Windows Admin Center for 

management and alerts

Other Components
 On-premises Backup and Disaster Recovery (DR) Infrastructure 
 Azure Cloud Backup
 Azure Cloud Site Recovery
 Azure Monitoring and Alerts Services 

Target Verticals: 
FSI, Education, Energy, Government, Health & 
Life Sciences, Manufacturing, Media & 
Entertainment, Retail, Transportation, Other
Geo Availability
United States, Canada, and Europe

https://www.dataonstorage.com/intel-select-solutions/
https://doc.dataonstorage.com/solution-brief/DataON%20AZS%20Family%20Quick%20Reference%20Guide_April%202022.pdf?_gl=1*1gubuww*_ga*MTg2NjE0NjQwMi4xNDg1OTc0MDcx*_ga_8R9B5T6MK1*MTY1ODMzOTM3OS4xMTYuMS4xNjU4MzM5Mzg1LjA.
https://doc.dataonstorage.com/use-cases/DataON_Case_Study_Canadian_Museum_Redefines_the_Museum_Experience_while_using_an_Azure_Stack_HCI_Hybrid_Cloud_Solution.pdf
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